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Ada’s Violin is a read story about children from Paraguay who have played in concerts 

all over the world using their recycled instruments. Read to find out how a pile of junk 

turned into musical instruments and lifted these children out of poverty. 

So What? This story matters because it is important for children to be resilient and 

resourceful. 

Reading Skills:  Cause and Effect, Drawing Conclusions, Character Change 

Before-Reading:  Look closely at the cover and title and discuss what you think the 

story will be about. What do you think Ada will find in the dump? 

Words to Talk About:   

• Slum, sweltering, ventured, bodega, alleys, amid, trudging, stench, bittersweet, 

crescendo, landfill 

• Would you play in a landfill filed with broken glass and rusty metal?  Why? 

• Compound Words:  landfill, handball, outside, classroom, downpours, overnight, 

something, extraordinary, airplane 

• Onomatopoeia:  (Sound Effects) Beep, beep, beep, CRASH, Zing 

 



 

 

During-Reading:   

• On the first pages, look at the illustration.  What is going on? How do the 

illustrations support the text? 

• What would it be like to have all that garbage dumped near your home? Use your 

5 senses to describe it. 

• How do you feel about working at the dump yourself? 

• Look in your garbage can. Do you see anything you could recycle?   

• What games can you play on the street where you live?  

• How far can you venture from your home? 

• What happens in a concert?  Are there different kinds of concerts? Are there 

concerts at your school?  Who are the performers? Are there instruments played? 

• What do you think caused the older kids to turn to gangs and fighting? 

• What conclusion can you draw about the safety of the neighborhood given that 

a violin was worth more than a house? 

• Look around your home.  Is there anything there that you could use to make an 

instrument? 

• Do you think it was hard for the men to make instruments? Study the objects in 

the illustrations.  Are they good choices for making instruments? 

• How dedicated would you be to practice in 100-degree heat and rain? 

• How does the expression, “Practice makes perfect,” apply to this story? 

• Why was Ada so delighted to have the violin? 

• What did the teacher mean when he said the class became a “small island?” 

• What is a “ragtag crew of kids? 

After-Reading:   

• What is the lesson of this story? What did you learn about following a dream? 

What is your dream or goal in life? 

• How did the children change from the beginning of the story to the end?  

Remember those kids who were getting into trouble in the beginning? What 

happened to them and why? 

• Learn to play an instrument. 

• Go to a concert. 

• Visit a landfill in your town and find out how the garbage is processed. 

• Sometimes there are tours of recycling centers for the town. Try to find out how 

garbage is recycled where you live. What do you do at home or school to recycle? 



 

 

• Sort your old toys and clothes and have a garage sale. Or, donate to a local charity. 

• Look up rock ‘n’ roll songs from the 1960s and sing along like Grandmother 

Mirian. 

• Draw pictures of instruments. Which one do you like best? Visit a music store 

and find out about taking lessons.  Do they have lessons available at your school? 

• Collect plastic bottles and bring them to the recycling machine at the grocery 

store. What will you do with the money? 

• Create some “sand cakes” or what we used to call “mud pies” in the back yard. 

• Be sure to read the Author’s Note at the end of the story and see a picture of the 

real children of this story. There are also lists of websites and videos about the 

story. 

Connections:  Compare this story with the instrument in The Dancing Turtle. Read about 

recycling in The Little Blue Chair and The Red Bicycle. 
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